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The main purpose of this paper is to obtain a unique common fixed point 
theorem for a sequence of mappings of a complete metric space by altering distance 
between the points. 

1. Introduction. In recent years, the study of common fixed points for self 
mappings on a complete metric space by altering distances between the points 
with the use of control functions, has generated a wide interest and amny interesting 
theorems have been obtained by various authors. In this direction, Khan, Swaleh 
and Sessa 111 established fixed point theorem for a single self map. Sastry and 
Babu l 6] proved fixed point theorem for a pair of self maps. Sastry et al. [7] proved 
a unique common fixed point theorem for four mappings by using a control function 
in order to alter distances between the points. Pant et al. [4,5] obtained an answer 
to the open problem of Sastry ct al. [7] by establishing a connection between 
continuity and rec.iprocal continuity in the setting of control function. 

ln the present paper, we prove a common fixed point theorem for a sequence 
of self mappings in a complete metric space under control function. It is also notable 
that our result extends the corresponding result of Pant and Padaliya [3], by altering 
distance between points. 

First we give the following definitions and notations : [see [2,3, 7]]. 

(1) A control function lfl is defined as lfl: 91 ~ 91 which is continuous at zero, 
+ + 

monotonically increasing, l/f(2t)~ 2 l/f(t) and l/f(t)=O if and if t =0. 
(2) Two self mappings A and S of a metric space (X, d) are called compatible if 
limnd(ASxn, SAxn)=O whenever {xn} is a sequence such that limn Axn = limnSxn=t 
for some t in X. 
(3) Two self mappings A and S of a metric space (X,d) are called lf!- compatible 
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if lirnn lff(d(ASxwSAx
11

)) =0 whenever {xn} is a sequence such that 
Lim11Axn=LimnSxn=t for some tin X. 
(4) Two self mappings A and Sofa metric space (X, d) are said to be reciprocally 
continuous in X limnASx

11 
=Al and limnSAxn =St whenever {x

17
} is a sequence mt ch 

that LimnAxn=lirn11Sx
11

=l for some l in X. 
(5) If {Ai}, i= 1,2,3, ... ,S and'/' are self mappings of a metric space (X,d) in the 

sequel for each i > I, and l/f is a control function on \H , , we shall denote 

M,r, ( x, y) :cc max{ 1/1( d(Sx, 7'.v)), v1( d(Aix, Sx) ), VI( d(A;y, rf'.y)) }. 

2. Results 
Theorem. l.:et {A) ,i=l,2,3, ... ,S and '/' arc self mappings of a complete metric 

space (X, d) for some i >.I, and tJ! is a con Lrol f"u net.ion on \H , as in ( 1) Hatii·{yi ng: 

(i) A 1X c 1X, A~ c SX; 

(ii) 1ff(d(A1x,Ay )) sh Mv,, (x,y), 0 s h<l, and 

(iii) 1/f(d(A1x,Aiy )) sM\11,(x,y), whenever M,1,,(x,y) >0. 

Suppose that {A1,S} and {A2,T} be -'11 compatible pair of reciprocally 
continuous mappings. Then all the Ai, S and T have a unique common fixed point. 
Proof. Let x0 be any point in X. Define sequences {x

11
} and {yn} in X such that 

(2.1) Y2n=A1x2n=Tx2n+l; Y2n+1=Ar2n+1=Sx2n+i 
This can be done by virtue of (i). We claim that {yn} is a Cauchy sequence. 
We write ctn = v1(d(yn,.Yn+z)). Then, using condition (ii), it follows that 

that is, 

a2n = IJ!(d(y2n'Y2n+l)) = tfl (d(A1x2n,Ar2n+1)) <; h( M,1,,, (x2n' X2r111)) 

, = h rnax { 11!(d(Sx2,/l'x2w11 )) , lf!(d(A 1x2wS:x211 ) ), tf1(li(/\:t'r211 1 1, 'l'x:>,n+ 1))} 

= h max { 1/f(d(y211 ~ 1,y211 )), t/1(ci(y211 1 .. v:J) ), 1/f(d(Y;Jn f 1.:Y;i,) l}, 

sh lfl(d(Y2n,/"Y211)) h u,2n·I <cx2n·l· 

(2;2) a2nsh a2n-1<a2n-J· 
Similarly, a2n_1< h a2n_2; a211_2< h a2n_3 and so on. That is ans h an_1s ... sh11 a0 . 

Moreover, for each integer p>O, we get 

lfl(d(yn,Yn+p)) S If! [d(yn'Yn+1)+d(yn+l,Yn+2)+ ... +d(yn+p-l'Yn+p)] 
s If! [(1 +h+ ... +hfJ-1)hnd(yo,Y1)] 
s 1f1 [(1/(1-h)hnd(y0,y1)]. 

So that for a given £>0, there exists NEZ+ such that 
lJI [(1/(l-h)h 11d(y0,y1)]< l/f(E)foll all n ~ N. This implies d(y11,Yn+p)<£ for all 

n ~ N Hence {yn} is a Cauchy sequence in X. Since Xis complete, there is a point 
z inX such that Yn ~ z as n~oo. Also, from (2.1), we have 

(2.3) Y2n=A1x2n =Tx2n+l ~ z and Y2n+1=Ar2n+1=Sx2n+2~z. 
Now suppose that {A1, S} is a lfl-compatible pair of reciprocally continuous , 
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mappings. rl.'hon, since A 1 and Sare reciprocally continuous, by (2.a), we get A 1Sx211 
--> A 1z and SA 1x211 -> Sz. Als9, l{t-compatibility of A 1 and S impliei:; Lhat lim.

11 

111(d(A1Sx211, SA 1x2)l=~(J- 'f1hat is, 
Lim11d (A 1z, Sz)=O. Hence 
(2.4) A 1z = Sz. 

Since A 1X c TX, there is a point win X such that Tw=A1z. Thus, by (2.4), 

(2.5) Tw = A1z = Sz. 
Now, we show that A 1z =A2w. Suppo8o A 1z T-A2w. Then, using assumption (ii), we 
have 

1/f(d(Ap, A2w)) 5 h M,
1
,;, (z,w) 

= h max { l/f (d (Sz,'J'w)), W (d(A 1z, Sz)),1/f(d(A2w, Tw)) }. 

h1/f(d(A:/O, 'J'w))< 1/f(d(A2w, A 1z)), 

a contradiction. Hence A 1z=A2w. 'I'heroforo, from (2.4), (2.6) A2w=A1z=Sz='l'w. 

Now, if A1z T- Aiw for some i > 2, then from (iii), we get 
1/f(d(A1z, Aiw))< max {W(d (Sz,Tw)), 1/f(d(A1z, Sz)), w(d(Aiw, Tw))}. 

= lfl(d(Aiw, A 1z)), a contradiction. 
Hence A1z= Aiw = Tw. We now show that A 1A 1z=A1z. 
Suppose that A 1A 1zT-A1z Theri, by (ii), we get 

lfl(d(A1z, A 1A 1z)) = lfl(d(A2w, A 1A 1z)) 

Hence A 1A1z=A 12 
1/f(d(A 1z, A 1A 1z)) 

.,::; h M,
1
,
2 

(A1z, w)) 

= h lfl(d(A1z, A 1A 1z)), a contradiction. 
Also, using (iii), for i>2 

= 1/f(d(A1A 1z, Aiw)) 

< max { l/f (d (SA 1,1'w)), w (d(A1A 1z, SA1z)), V1(d(Aiw, Tw)) }. 

= lfl(d(A 1A 1z, Aiw)), a contradiction. 
Hence A 1A 1z==A1,'fa:::c:SA 1z==SSz=A 1z; that is, A 1z is a common fixed point of A 1 
and S. 
Similarly, we can show A2w to be a common fixed point of A2 and T Hence Ap=A2w 
is a common fixed point of all A1, A2,S and T 

Moreover, if A2w;Z=AiA2w for some i>2, then using assumption (iii), we get 
VI (d(A1z,AiA2w) < VI (q(A1z,AiA2w) a contradiction. Hence A 1z=A2w is a 

common fixed point of all {AJ, S and T 
The uniqueness of a common fixed point follows easily from (ii). The proof is similar 
when {A2, T} is assumed to be \j/-compatible and reciprocally continuous. This 
complete the proof of the theorem. 
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